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ABSTRACTS

Research on E仃bcts of Counter CycHcal Macro—pmdential PoUcy Tools (4)

Yu Jiefang，Xia Cha01ing

(．sc危ooZ o厂＆o凡omics，劢e丘帆g‰劫e巧谢，日帆昭^ou 3J∞58)
Abstract：The framework of macr0一prudential regulation policy is the main way to control systemic fi．

nancial risk， and the counter cyclical macro Prudential policv is committed to slow down the periodicitv of

6nancial system．Based on the macro financial data of 2008—2018 in China。this paper eonstllJcts the 6nan．

cial cyclical index and uses VAR model to test the regulatory efkcts of counter cvclical macro Pmdential

policy instlllments in China．The research shows that the provision coverage(PC)ratio has a better and more

stable efI．ect on the re#舛lation of 6nancial periodicitv，while the loan to value ratio(LjⅣ)helps to reduce the

systemic risk of the real estate industry，but，as the effect is more intense，it will increase the volatilitv of the

financiaLl system in shon te咖，and the countercyclical capital buf亿r (CCyB)also has a more significant effect

on the regulation of 6nancial periodicity，renecting a good policy efflect．On this basis，this paper puts for-

ward suggestions to improve the macro Prudential policv svstem in China．

Key wo兀ls：Macr0一Pmdential policy；financial cyclical；counter cyclical regulation；loan to value ratio

The Co璐truction and Evaluation of the Free Trade Port B璐iness Enviroment Index耐th
Cmnese Characteristics——Also Discuss the Upgrade Path of the Bl塔ine鲻En、，iro珈ment

in the Free Trade Zone (12)

Chen Lin，Zhou Lihong

(风胁Ⅱ把Q厂hdw疣以眈onomics，五n帆‰而e瑙i￡)，，Gu哗^DM 5J0卯2)
Abstract：Zhejiang，Shanghai and Guangdong have always been the forerunner of China’s opening to

the outside world， and will cenainlv be an important pilot area fbr China’s fhture free trade Dort constmc．

tion．Free trade port is the fhrther upgrading of f}ee trade zone，and the constI．uction of business environment

is an important goal of both．Therefbre， to evaluate the pedb珊ance of business environment constIuction is

the basis fbr Zhejiang and other places and the whole country to further expand opening up．Based on the

cullrent policv connotation and constIuction goal of the f}ee trade port with Chinese chaI．acteristics，this paper

attempts to build a business environment index svstem of the free trade port with Chinese characteristics，and

uses the principal component analysis method to measure the business environment level of 1 25 countries in

the world，to con6rm the rationality and accuracv of the index svstem constructed in this paper．In addition，

this paper further discusses the ef．fective ways for govemment to optimize the business environment of the free

trade zone f而m the aspects of impr0Ving 1aws and regulations，promoting the constmction of port infhstmc—

ture， implementing high一1eVel trade and investment 1iberalization policies， accelerating the development of

6nancial senrice industry and impmving the efficiency of govemment management．This study not only pro·

vides a theoretical basis fbr the scientific evaluation of China’s f}ee trade Dort business environment con．

stllJction，but also provides some enlightenment forthe path selection of China’s new open economic svstem．

Key words：fke trade port；free trade zone；business environment；indicator system

State Bllilding：The TurIling of Political Function of SymboUc System (2 1)
Xue Jie

(&^ooZ矿凡6Zic A dmin厶￡r血fion，以Zin(mi口e，sif’，，Chan肜危Mn J3DDJ2)

Abstract：With the history of human developed to modem times，the state has become the main sovereign

unit in the world．The hierarchical order of the traditional empire has霉丁aduaUv disintegrated，and the mod．

em countries which haVe established the principle of sovereignty will no longer take territory expanding as
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their mission，but must fbcus on national constlllction to realize the development and strength o“he country．

Accordingly，the task of the p01itical symb01ic system which has created the myth of monarchv is no longer
to maintain hieI．archical autocracy，but to take on the tasks of maintaining national unity， building national

identity， assisting national govemance and realizing social integration as one of the superstmcture contents．

In View of the tasks of legitimacy building， community consciousness building， national capacity building
and power relationship building that modem countries need to accomplish，the political function of svmbol

system has changed from deification to symb01，from distinction to integration，from control to govemance，
I-rom domination to mob出zation．The tuming of the four aspects of political symbols’function also re丑ects

the theme and pursuit of countries allover the world when facing the intemational comDetition．

Key words：political symbols；state building；state govemance；social integration；state identitv

HOw to Pro、唷de UIliversal Chnd—care?

·Debate on the Model of the Child—care Supply Systems
Xie Yu

(30)

(Gu(E，Ig九“口￡删Sc危oof，．；犰e面cz，lg(，ni凹e邢i￡y，日on詹z^Du 3JDD08)
Abstract：The mode of child—care supply system dete瑚ines how people can get what kind of services．

量‘or the present China，none of the preVious supply models can match the new situation of society．Under the

marketIzatlon model， the state needs to undertake the responsibility of minimum supenrision and
maIntenance of the care market，but it is diffieult to achieve its supply goal of inclusive nurseIv senrice．With
a soclallzatlon model，the state wl儿need to assume the comprehensive responsibility，and{．ace the problems
of low efficiency and high cost．The introduction of the marketization on the socialization from Japan’s
practlce talIs to get the ideal result， but pI．ovides a good idea． So， based on the mixed model of Japan，
±urther clan{ying the role of the state(goVemment)and the market，elimina“ng the dif．ferences in subsidies and

pnclng to瑚s between the public and priVate care providers， and to transfonn the govemment subsidies to

±u儿y play the role of。the market，may be a desired reform plan of the child—care supplv svstem．

Key words：child—care supply；marketization；socialization；10w binh—rate societv：mode selection

Exploring the Basic Attjtude of Juristjc TlIinl【ing

——Respect Lo西c，Construct Jurisprudence，Defend the Rllle of Law (39)
Chen Jinzhao

(，琊疵“把∥‘kg以^死琥od，E缸￡C^iM‰如e瑙i￡y矽Po觚c缸Sc曲耽e nnd L删，．s九肌砌面20』酏O)
Abstract：Juristic thinking is to explore the Iules of legal thinking．This is the core content of legaI

methodology．The ruIe of law needs not only the regulatjon of behavior norms， but the guidance of thinking
rules．The mles of legal thinking aim at constmeting logical thinking of defending the 11Jle of law on the basi：
oi I．espectlng logic，exploring Iules of juristic thinking．These mles belong to jurisprudence rooted in law and

soclety·。Ihey are the basic doctrines based on the spirit of the nJle of law．It includes manv Iules such as le．

gal dlscoVery，Iegal reasonlng，legal Interpretation，Iegal aIgumentation，legal rhetoric，legal argument，etc．
ftom tbe perspec“Ve of thinking mode，the Iogic of rule of law is based on the operation requirements of the
normatlve system and meehanism system formulated by law， and then the inclusive thinking。 svstematic

thinking，critical thinking and analogical thinking are carried out to obtain the coITect understanding，inter．

pI．etation and application of law．Respecting logic，shaping jurispmdence and defending the I．ule of law aI℃

not only the basic attitude to explore juristic thinking and the expression of legal discourse，but the effective

path to change the traditional holistic and dialectical thinking．

Key words： the logic of ruIe of law；juristic thinking；jurisprudential thinking； legal thinking；the
thinking of Iule of law

。

A Balanced Perspective Integmting
砌ght of Fro跹n Human Embryos：

Ethjcs，Emotion and Law (50)
Zheng Yinglong

(Jsc^DDf矿￡伽，历巧img Go咿h吼g‰面e倦渺，H帆铲hDⅡ3JDDj8)
Abstract：In order to solVe the problem of the legal attribute and disposal of f而zen human embIvos，we

must consider the three complex elements of law，ethics and morality．As a special fo啪of‘‘life”，f南zen hu一
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man embIyos haVe difIbI．ent legal attributes and disposal mles in dilIbI．ent judicial Iields．A f}ozen human

embryo has the potential to become a child and should be giVen special respect，so it is appropriate to regard

it as a personified “special object”．The ownership and disposal of fI．ozen human embIyos should be based on

thegeneral principle of contract，with such special situations as the protection of the best interests of children

and the special care of husband and wife．After the death of both husband and wife who do not have the com—

mon intention to donate f而zen embryos before their death，their f而zen embryos should be destroyed ingene卜

a1．However，due to such special factors as family planning and one—child lost family in China，it is suggest-

ed that one—child lost parents should be giVen the right of supenrision fbr and disposal of“f}ozen embryos of

their grandchildren"by legislation．It is suggested that one—child lostparents under the age of 60 who have

the ability to raise children should be allowed the right to have a conditional access to surrogacy for“f而zen

embryos of their铲andchildren”．

Key wOrds：frozen human embryos；1egal attribute；disposal right；conditional surmgacy

“Ⅺnren”and “Ⅺmnin”：The Reshaping of Identity and the Transformation of Morality (59)
Wang Xiaozhan91，Feng Tin92

(J．．sc^ooZ o厂凡6fic Admi琊￡删ion，日唧解矗ouⅣDr，删踟协e船妇，日佩殍五ou3JJJ2J；2．眈p矾胱m o厂

．sociDZD∥帆d CMf￡“re 5￡M咖，劢e矗撕g尸场秽iw趔胁y＆危ooZ，日0n肜^o¨3JJJ2J)
Abstract：For Chinese，the concept of“Xinren”(New man)and“Xinmin”(New People)is an impor．

tant re—shaping of identitv．Compared with the tmditional Chinese identity， the fhndamental feature of the

new identitv lies in the discovery of the modem state and the independent individuals who are equal mem．

bers of humanity in the constnJction of each person’s identity．This is inseparable f而m the fact that a series

of structural and institutional changes took plaee at the end of the Qing Dynasty and in the eady years of the

Republic of China．0n one hand，history has brought the“state”increasingly to the people who previously ex．

isted onlv in the sense of village and clan，but did not have the eoncept of“state”．At the same time，it also

drove more and more people to break awav fmm the kinship and local communities in which they were origi．

nallv deeplv rooted and become individuals who stand alone with other individuals． “Xinren”and“Xinmin”

are not onlv the reconstruction of identitv， but also the transf0珊ation of morality．The essence of the new

moralitv is to establish the geneml ethical mles and moral spirit that regulate the relationships between state

and individual，as weU as between individuals，on the basis of clarifying the boundaIy between the state and

the individual．and between individuals．In a word，it is to establish modem public morality．

Key words：Xinren”and“Xinmin”；identity；the transf0咖ation of morality；public morality

Early American Cinema and the Construction of America’s Natio咖I Identity (69)
He Anfang

(coffe酽旷&ie聊e帆d死c^MZD鲁y，M凡加o‰如e耶妙，Mn驴o 3J52J『J)

Abstract：From the late 1 9th to the early 20th century，the United States was experiencing a process of

industrialization and urbanization．The pmcess pmmpted a sudden innux of immigrants f而m southeastem Eu-

rope into America，whose arrival， on the one hand， eased the pressure of labor force shonage，but on the

other mounted a霉：reat cha儿enge to the then America’s national identity which was virtuaUy defined by

WASP culture．Being an image—based art and entertainment，early American cinema actiVely took upon itself

the role of constructing America’s national identity as an imagining and unifying deVice．From cinema man-

agement， cultural representation， to the non—ethnocentric practice of Jewish filmmakers， eady American

cinema managed to bridge ethnic，linguistic and cultural difkrences between old and new immigrants，thus

playing an important part in bringing about a transfomlation of America’s national identity from “Anglo—

America”to“Euro—American”．

Key wOrds：eady American；America’s national identity；identity constlllction；Anglo—America；Eu-

m—America
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Research on the Diffbrence of Intergenerational Support for ClliIdren’s Family

by the Elderly in China (77)
Li Yixuan

0Sc沁ol可孙‰sop的，Nonhest U咖ers礼y，Xt’0n 7 1 01 271

Abstract： Intergenerational support is an imponant foundation for the constmction of intergenerational
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relations in Chinese families．The mutual suppon between children and parents has not been weakened with

the modemization pmcess and the change of family stllJcture．P工．evious studies focused more on the discussion

of regal—feeding intergenerational support and less on the parent’s support fbr children．Based on the data of

the 7Ihird Chinese Women’s Social Status Sur矿ev for the eldedv．this article found that in tenns of the con．

tents of intergenerational suppon，the elderly are more inclined gave more economic support and daily care

for their sons and more spiritual support for their daughters．In terms of subiects and obiects of intef．聆nera．
tional suppon，the incidence of emotional suppon and daily care provided bv fbmale elderlV to their children

is signi6cantly higher than that of male elderly，among whieh the mral elderly still give more dailv care and

economic support fbr their sons than daughters．The developmental familv policv based on generational bal—

ance is an important content to help Chinese famiIies develop and cope with the aging society．

Key Vl协rds：active aging；children’s family；intergenerational support

A Clarincation on Concept of Liberty：The PoUtical Philosophical View

from the CommuIlist】Ⅵanifbsto (86)

Yang Lel，Bao Dawei2

(J，．&克DoZ衫’批厶m，日孵^oM Dia船i Em而esi秒，日孵忍oM jJ∞J8；2．＆五ooZ矿dZ僦括m，刁。0i锄g
(厩劫esi￡y，月‘n懈^ou 3．『D027)

Abstract：As the practical guidance for rev01ution，the Communist Manifesto criticizes various ideas of

freedom aboVe reality by reVealing the general principles of histo“cal development．In order to thoroughIy ex．

pose the contradiction between fteedom idea and objective history，also to promote the scienti6c understand—

ing about communism for the working class， Ma玎(and Engels systematically criticize the ideas of f诧edom

f而m different classes．On the one hand，the Manifesto restores tlle freedom idea of bourgeois bv historical

materialism， realizing the disenchantment of the freedom idea as the etemal tmth supported bv capitalist

production and political order．On the other hand，the Manif色sto identifies the flreedom ideas serve various

sorts of fake or reactionary socialism，providing the neeessary reasonable consensus for a universal unitv of

working class．The Manifest0 is the realization and application of Marxist philosophy， which explains the

freedom of united working class historicalIy，also stⅢgains practicaIness from contemporary objectivity．
Key words：unity；freedom；history；idea

On the view of Triple J璐tice in Mar】|【’s Critique of Phnosophy f94、

Chen Lei

(SchDoZ o厂^f僦括m，Xin：yo，lgⅣ0r，rl盘‰it，e，si￡v，Xinyc巩g 464DDD)
Abstract：MaD【’s view of justice is revealed by his critics，because MarX seldom expounds the issue of

justice directly．Religious criticism was of great imponance to Marx and was seen as the prerequisite for all

other criticism．Man【participated in the relj百ous c“tjcism of the young Hegebans and realized tbe religious
alienation of human nature and the injustice of the hierarchy of religion，and the eradication of reli妇on can

only be based on the realization of the justice of human beings in the future communist．After the completion

of religious criticism，the task of history is to establish the tmth on this shore．On the one hand．Marx was

not satis6ed with the political situation criticized by the young Hegelians in religion，and directlv criticized

Hegel’s philosophy of right， discovered the political alienation of human nature and the iniustice of the

monarchy， and put forⅣard the concept of people’s justice in the opposition between the monarch and the

“populace”of Hegel’s philosophy of right．On the other hand，Marx retumed to the eivil societv to launch a

political and economie criticism because he was distressed by the pmblem of economic interests． In the

alienation of labor，he fbund the economic alienation of the nature of human and its injustice of capitaliza—
tion．To eliminate the injustice of labor alienation and

distribution of demand in the Communist society．

its capitalization can only achieve labor justice in the

Key words：MaIx；human justice；people’s justice；labor justice；critiques of philosophy

The New Trends of Revaluation of Sheng Zhi Wei
Liu Hao

Ⅺng in Middle and Late Ming Dynasty(102)

(Dep州砌m Q厂肋iZos叩危y，乃i啦H口‰劫e心毋，＆玎i昭JDOO跗)
Abstract：In recent years，the problem of 1ife—giVing generatiVity(Sheng Sheng生生)in Chinese phi．
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10sophv has receive manv scholarships．The main concem of the discussion is the concept of lif色一giving gen．

erativity of the Way of Heaven(Tian Dao Sheng Sheng天道生生)but rarelv involves the pmblems of human

nature．In fact，the idea of“life—giving nature is nature”(Sheng Zhi Wei Xing生之谓性)fI-0m Gaozi was aI．

ready popular at least in the pre—Mengzi era，but it was excluded from the mainstream of Confucianism after

Mencius’criticism of Gaozi．However，in the era of Song and Ming Neo—Confucianism，“Human nature and

the Way of Heaven”was placed in the center of Neo—Confhcians．Based on the thoughts of the benevolence

of life—giVing genemtivity(Ren Ti Sheng Sheng仁体生生)，Neo—Confucians laid the groundwork of revalu—

ating Gaozi by acknowledging the legitimacy of Sheng Zhi Wei Xing．In the middle and late Ming Dynasty，

Wang Yangming and its disciples caI而ed out a comprehensiVe reassessment of Sheng Zhi Wei Xing by quot-

ing the ideas of Sheng Sheng in the Book of Change．They belieVed that the conception of generation(Sheng
生)not 0nlv refers to Tian Dao Sheng Sheng，but also has ontolo鼬cal meaning oflife creation．The revalua．

tion of Gaozi which attaches the problem of Sheng Sheng in the middle and late Ming Dynasty needs to be

fhrther reconsidered in Chinese philosophical traditions．

Key words：Sheng Zhi Wei xing；vital force(qi气)；sheng，wang Yangming Sch00l；Qi sch001

Some ontolo画cal FaUacies in Wei—Jin Metaphysics：An Examination by Rereading

“Treatise and Disc吣sion”in The Literary Mind and the Car、ring of Drago璐 (109)

Wang Hongzhang

(c0ZZe伊Q厂而re趣即L帆∥q萨s帆d￡娩删Hre，凡d帆№溉坩蚵，S^吼曲面2D舛刀)
Abstract：By a careful analysis of“u Xie’s genre criticism as exhibited in“11reatise and Discussion”，

the cuITent paper attempts 1)a proper location of Zhuangzi and Wang Bi in the genre history separately of

“treatise”and‘‘discussion”and an interpretation o“heir later innuence on the emergence of Wei—Jin meta-

physics，2)an illustration of Liu Xie’s critical insight into the de6ning propenies of literary and philosophi—

cal languages，and 3)an examination of ontological fallacies in Guo Xiang and Pei Wei，paniculady of the

loose reasoning found earlier by Liu Xie in their creation of metaphysics about existence and non—existence．

The paper also argues that Liu Xie’s terse criticism of Guo Xiang，Pei Wei and other Wei—Jin metaphysi-

cians properly taIgets their laxation in logical reasoning and that scholarly findings in modem criticism of

classical Chinese leaming，especially that of Zhuangzi，Wang Bi and Guo Xiang，haVe benefited a lot f而m

Liu Xie’s criticism．

Key words： The Literary Mind and the CaⅣing of Dragons； argumentation； Zhuangzi， Wei—Jin

metaphysics；ontoIogy

Printed Japanese Hongren Edition of Wen Gu粕Ci Lin and the Complete Texts from Liang

and Chen in Southern Dynasty (1 15)
Lin Jiali，Deng Chenglin

(Dep硎胱眦Q厂HMmnn姚s帆d而re咖￡觎∥孵5，劢巧i叽g S^配ren‰劫e耶渺，日n，够bM 3JDDJ5)

Abstract： Printed Japanese Hongren Edition of Wen Guan Ci Lin collects seventy—nine articles from

Liang Dynasty and Chen Dynasty，whjch are of great documentaIy and histo—cal value．Fjl葛f，Compa—ng wjth

The Complete Texts from Liang and Chen Dynasties in Yan Kejun’s Complete Texts from Xia， Shang，

zhou， Qin and Han Dynasties， Three Kingdoms Period and Six Dynasties，Ci Lin supplements entire and

fhgmentary passages．Second，Ci Lin and Yan’s work mutually enhance proportion of integrated texts．Third，

Ci“n is helpful for coⅡecting difkrent chamcters in passages．What’s more，Ci“n can further identify the

authors．In addition，like the passages of Emperor Liang Yuan，most of which written during the Hou Jing’s

rebellion，showing the complex individual character of Xiao Yi，that is of伊eat reference Value for further

researching the complicated history．The passages from the Liang and Chen Dynasties in the Japanese

Hongren Edition， include many documents， it can not only show many historical scenes， but also proVide

the deVelopment thread of Omcial Paper in Liang and Chen Dynasties，which is commendable and worthy of

fhrther inVestigation．

Key words：Wen Guan Ci Lin；the complete texts fI．om Liang Dynasty and Chen Dynasty；proofkader；

1iteran，value
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Gaidui Method and Freezing Problem：

the Dilemma of the Ming Canal Tra吣port System (1 24)
Wu Tao

(De_D酬撇小o，r日弧￡oⅣ，JsHn l，珊一se凡‰溉rs浙，劢Ⅱ^斫5，9嬲2)
Abstract：The innuence of the freeze period on water transponation was far—reaching．In lⅥing dynasty，

the relationship between river freezing and canal svstem became even closer．After emperor Yongle moved

lhe capital to Beijing， the pressure of canal transportation increased sharply．In order to relieVe people’s

burden，the government decided to use the long—distance transport method instead of the branch transport．In

this wav，it was not necessaIhy to unload or change the can吖ing vessels midway and indeed improved the em—

ciency．However，it also challenged the canal transpon svstem．The efkc“ve way that was originally used to

avoid the eff色cts of fteezing no longer worked due to the extension of the tI．anspon period．Therefbre，canal

n·ansportation was alwavs accomDanied bv the freezing problem after mid一】Ⅵing and caused various troubles．

Moreover， nexible methods to deal with fteezing expanded its innuence．With relevant interest groups re．

straining，it made a profbund impact on the national supply system+

Key words：river freezing；branch transport；long—distance transport；time limit

Organizational Autonomy of Underg盼duate Teaching Reform in China：

IdeaI State and ReaHty DeViation

Hong Yuguan1，xie Dongpin92

(136)

(1．Z危盯i∞曙Gon舻^肌g￡肌西e耶i￡y，H嘴^Du 3，DD，8；2．Ho，tg矗e￡，ni移e坶i秒，肌，够i 66，J99)

AbstI’act：Organizational autonomy is a practical proposition that can not be bypassed in undergraduate

teaching reform．At present，organizational autonomy in undergraduate teaching reform jn China is not ma—

ture，which is embodied in the formation of a one—way opera“on mechanism among the key forces such as

“1e{rovernment， market，colleges and universities， grass—roots departments and organizations and scholars．

To break through this dilemma，the key lies in the constrIJction of reducing excessive govemment inten，en—

tion and seeking goveI．nment suppon and complying with it according to the balance between the internal

logic of unde喀raduate teaching reform，“reasonable autonomy"has become its future direction．

Key words：unde唱raduate teaching reform；organizational autonomy；reasonable autonomy

The FlOurishing Trend of Supply and Demand of Shadow Education

and Its Rational DeVelOpment
He Wuhua‘，Lou Ying)rin92

(142)

U school可M甜x汰m，zhejin昭U幽erstty《KnQnce&Eco舳m记s，H帆铲ku 3lool8；2．Schoot《
M甜xiSm，HQn擎hou DiQ配i Un拍erS讧y。H(m擎hou 3 1 ool 8、

Abstract：As a global phenomenon，extracur“cular supplementaIy education，known as“shadow educa—

tion”，has been nourishing in China in recent years，which has been showing a trend of“supply and demand

boom”，especially since the Minisn了of Education and other four Ministries carried out the special govemance

work in 20l 8，“1ere is still an expanding development n．end．As a supplement to institutionalized education，

“shadow education”has its own logic，imponant value，and social sjgnificance in imitating the way of sur—

ViVal and deVelopment of mainsIream school education， and has increasingly become an important role in

Chinese education system．Based on the basic position of the rationalitV and legilimacV of the existence and

deVelopment of“shadow education"，we can I．ationally treat and specifically analyze the current stage problems
of “shadow education”about oVer—promotion and competitive management， puI．Suing pronts and high f色es，

increasing the burden of families and students．Furthermore，we can provide accurate measures in establishing

market access mechanisms， regulating the deVelopment of industry self—discipline， guiding parents to make

rational choices，and renecting on and improving public school education．

Key words：shadow education；nourishing trend of supply and demand；problems and reasons；ratio-

nal development
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